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Supporting Independent Reading
to increase Stamina, Fluency, & Joy

Time
Students need time to read in class in order to create a habit of reading and set the
stage for homework reading, and teachers need reading time to confer individually
with students about their choices, stamina, engagement, and goals. Students need
time to discuss choices with classmates, time to analyze their progress, and time to
practice fluency & comprehension strategies under the direction of the teacher.
Choice
Students need to make choices in reading that reflect their interests because interest
drives engagement. Teachers should encourage wide reading in all genres as well as
students who pursue an author or genre study. Allow students to reread favorite
books and to abandon a book that no longer interests them.
Response
Teacher conferences are the primary tool for assessing progress, encouraging goalsetting and reflection, and analyzing student needs. Students will reflect on reading
in writing (themed notebooks & writing notebooks), facilitate discussions in small
groups, join blogs or reading sites for discussions outside of class, and respond
regularly to other readers in the room.
Vision
Daily book talks present a wide range of voices, styles of text, categories of interest,
etc. and are essential for helping students develop their own ‘to read next’ lists. We
must commit to helping students define themselves as readers who like…
Expectations
All readers will develop the stamina to read longer and with greater fluency with
daily practice. A reading rate is calculated regularly and students are expected to
meet a weekly goal based on the challenge of the current selected text. All readers
will update book lists, set goals, and read regularly each week at home.
Challenge
Monitor reading lists & teach all students to analyze choices and increase challenge;
set goals based on progress towards college expectations: 200-600 pages/week; create
reading ladders that help students find books of increasing difficulty within a genre;
book talk a wide variety of choices including classics and world literature.
Modeling
Use short mentor texts to increase complexity & demands on readers; model
storyboarding to help students understand the craft construction in short stories &
novels; model you own choices as a reader: post your reading list, share books you
love; show thinking & annotations in a mentor text and model “fix-it” strategies.
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Book$Talk$Essentials$
$
Hold$the$book."I"check"it"out"from"our"school"library"or"pull"it"off"the"shelf"in"my"
classroom."I"hold"it"so"kids"can"see"the"number"of"pages"and"the"cover.""
"
Know$the$book."I"have"read"it"(usually),"but"if"I"haven’t,"I’ll"say"why"I"chose"to"booktalk"it"
when"I"haven’t"read"it"yet."It"might"be"the"newest"release"from"an"author"that"I"love"or"I"
know"students"love."Or"someone"I"trust"sold"me"on"it."When"I"know"the"book"I"can"
briefly"summarize"its"theme,"central"conflict,"or"other"details"in"a"fast"summary"of"a"
minute"or"so,"like"a"taste"test."I"connect"the"book"to"other"books"in"my"library,"”BBif"you"
like"Death"and"Dying"books,"this"one"is"probably"for"you,”"or"“BBall"action,"fast"plot,"the"
kind"that"makes"your"heart"race,”"or,"“BBif"you"like"Sherman"Alexie,"then"you’ll"love"
Jimmy"Santiago"Baca.”"
"
Read$a$short$passage."I"preface"this"by"saying,"“I"think"it"helps"for"you"to"hear"a"little"bit"
of"the"text."See"if"the"narrator’s"voice"appeals"to"you."Listen"to"see"if"this"sounds"like"a"
book"you"can"see"yourself"reading.”"I"have"always"selected"the"passage"ahead"of"time"
and"I"try"to"find"a"place"where"the"action"is"heated"or"the"prose"is"breathtaking"or"the"
voice"comes"through"with"intensity."(Like"the"list"of"10"Things"They"Don’t"Teach"You"
About"High"School"in"Speak"by"Laurie"Halse"Anderson.)"And"it"is"critical"that"I"read"this"
slowly,"with"emphasis"and"clarity."When"I"skip"this"part"because"I"didn’t"prepare"ahead"
of"time"and"there’s"so"much"to"do"that"day,"fewer"kids"choose"the"book."Hearing"the"
voice"of"a"text"sells"the"book"and"sells"kids"on"reading.""
"
Keep$records."I"walk"to"the"back"of"the"room"where"I"have"a"poster"labeled"“Book"Talks”"
near"our"library."I"write"down"the"title"and"author"on"this"list"and"return"the"book"to"the"
shelf,"or"put"it"on"the"table"to"go"back"to"the"library."Teachers"tell"me"it"is"helpful"to"keep"
a"list"with"passages"from"books"recorded"on"notecards"for"the"next"round"of"book"talks"
the"following"year,"which"is"smart,"but"I’ve"never"managed"to"be"that"organized."
"
Accept$help."Students,"parents,"fellow"teachers,"librarians"or"book"store"owners"as"well"
as"administrators"can"be"good"sources"for"book"talks."You"are"not"in"this"alone."There"
are"book"trailers"on"youtube,"created"by"both"authors"and"publishers,"and"some"include"
quick"talks"with"the"author."But"you"also"have"to"be"in"this:"you"have"to"know"books"and"
talk"about"them."If"you’re"not"leading"from"your"own"reading"life,"not"many"will"follow.""
"
Remember$how$important$you$are.$Your"passion"is"contagious."As"Samantha"Bennett"
wrote"on"her"blog,"“Sharing"things"with"kids"that"delight"us,"make"our"eyes"light"up,"and"
our"brains"cackle,"and"our"hearts"grow"bigger"should"be"the"learning"target"every"day."
Don’t"dumb"it"down…"make"it"into"the"miraculous"event"it"is,"every"time."Every"single"
time"you"find"a"book"that"moves"you,"it"is"a"tiny"miracle.”"
"
~from"Book(Love,"p."60B61"
!
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Possible(Conference(Questions(
(
Questions(that(Monitor(a(Reading(Life:(
(
(
What%are%you%reading?%How%did%you%choose%it?%%
How%do%you%find%good%books?%
%
What’s%on%your%Next%list?%%
Which%authors%are%your%favorites?%
%
How%much%did%you%read%last%year?%
%
Do%you%consider%yourself%a%reader?%%
Where%do%you%read%at%home?%
(
Questions(that(drive(a(Teaching(Reading(Strategies(conference:(
%
%
How%is%the%reading%going%for%you?%%
%
Is%this%an%easy%or%a%hard%read%for%you?%How%do%you%know?%
%
Tell%me%about%a%time%when%this%book%has%confused%you%and%what%you’ve%done%to%
get%yourself%back%on%track%in%your%understanding.%
%
Tell%me%about%these%characters—who%they%are,%what%do%you%think%of%them?%
%
What%questions%are%at%the%heart%of%this%book?%What%questions%might%the%author%
be%trying%to%answer%through%the%struggles%of%these%characters?%
%
I%see%you’re%almost%finished%with%the%book.%When%you%think%back%over%the%way%a%
character%has%changed%in%this%story,%can%you%point%to%specific%moments%when%something%
was%revealed%about%this%character?%Could%you%make%a%claim%about%this%character%and%
support%it%with%evidence%from%the%text?%
%
How%is%this%book%different%from%the%last%book%you%read?%
(
Questions(that(drive(a(conference(to(Increase(Complexity(and(Challenge:(
%
%
What%else%have%you%read%by%this%author?%%
What%other%books%have%you%read%that%are%as%difficult%as%this%one?%
%
Which%books%on%your%next%list%are%challenging?%%
Have%you%considered%how%to%push%yourself%as%a%reader?%
%
Which%genres%have%you%read%this%year?%%
Tell%me%about%a%genre%you%don’t%usually%read%and%lets%think%about%books%that%
might%ease%the%transition%from%what%you%love%to%what%will%challenge%you%to%think%
differently.%
%
Tell%me%about%a%book%you’ve%dropped%this%year.%Why%did%you%drop%it?%
%
How%are%the%books%you’ve%been%reading%this%year%similar?%
%
%
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9th Grade Book Clubs
Read all of the pages assigned each week before your Book Club meets.
Goals: to encourage thinking about the ideas in these books and to broaden
understanding of themes and the development of characters by discussing these books
with others; to participate in an online community book club, learning from the
perspectives of others, something both of your teachers have found valuable in our
reading lives.
Bring 1 question and 1 comment to each book club meeting. If you are absent on the
day the group meets, we expect you to join the discussion online.
Thought Log writing for 1st meeting:
1. Who’s here, how are they connected, and what are they like?
2. What kind of place is this?
3. What’s the trouble?
Thought Log writing for 2nd meeting:
1. What’s the trouble?
2. What are the obstacles?
3. How do the characters deal with them?
4. How do the characters interact?
5. What’s the impact of setting on character, plot, and conflict?
Thought Log writing for 3rd meeting:
1. What is changing?
2. What is propelling the change?
3. Who wins the conflict?
4. How is the conflict resolved?
Thought Log writing for 4th meeting:
1. What loose ends are tying up?
2. How are the characters affected by the change?
3. How will life go on (or not)?

~thought log questions adapted from Donna Santman, NCTE presentation 2015
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Tracking)your)thinking)over)the)course)of)a)book:))
!
I!used!to!think!__________,!but!now!I!think!____________.!
I!still!think!___________,!but!I’d!like!to!add!_______________.!
Others!think!___________,!but!I!think!_________________.!!
!
Things!to!track!over!time:!
A!character:!!
• How!does!he/she!change?!
• What!insights!does!the!character!gain?!
!!
What!big!ideas!are!being!developed?!
• What!conflict!arises?!!
• What!do!these!conflicts!tell!the!reader?!!
• What!claims!does!the!author!make?!What!passages!support!these!claims?!
!
What!techniques/moves!does!the!writer!make?!
• What!literary!devices!are!used?!(e.g.!foreshadowing,!personification).!
• Where!does!the!author!use!punctuation!and!sentence!structure!effectively?!
• What!are!the!key!passages?!Why?!
• Notice!beautiful!sentences/passages.!Comment!on!them.!!!
!
Track!your!confusion!
• What!is!confusing!at!the!beginning!of!the!book?!Does!the!confusion!remain!or!
does!it!clear!up?!
• What!passages/sentences/words!do!you!find!confusing?!Show!evidence!that!
you!are!wrestling!with!the!confusion.!!
!
Thought!starters:!
• I!noticed...!
• I!wonder...!
• I!was!reminded!of...!
• I!think...!
• I’m!surprised!that...!
• I’d!like!to!know...!
• I!realized...!
• If!I!were...!
• The!central!issue(s)!is!(are)...!
• One!consequence!of!__________!could!be...!
• If!_________,!then...!
• I’m!not!sure...!
• Although!it!seems...!
!
“That”!statements!
This!passage!makes!me!think!that…!
This!makes!me!feel!that…!
The!author!is!suggesting!that…!
!
)
!
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Book Clubs, grade 9
You will choose one to read over three weeks with other students in our class
and in Mr. Gallagher’s class in Anaheim, California.

Non Fiction
League of Denial by Mark Fainaru-Wada
League of Denial reveals how the NFL, over a period
of nearly two decades, sought to cover up and deny
mounting evidence of the connection between
football and brain damage. “It is meticulously
researched, artfully structured, engaging and well
written… this is an informative, intriguing and
sobering book about power and control. I recommend
it strongly.” – Nate Jackson, The Washington Post

The Nazi Hunters by Neal Bascomb
“In 1945, at the end of World War II, Adolf Eichmann, the
head of operations for the Nazis’ Final Solution, walked
into the mountains of Germany and vanished from view
Sixteen years later, an elite team of spies captured him at
a bus stop in Argentina and smuggled him to Israel,
resulting in one of the century’s most important trials—
one that cemented the Holocaust in the public
imagination. The Nazi Hunters is the thrilling and
fascinating story of what happened between these two
events.” – Thea, The Book Smuggler
The Shallows by Nicholas Karr
Nicholas Karr looks to neurological science to gauge the
impact of computers, citing fascinating experiments that
contrast the neural pathways built by reading books versus
those forged by surfing the hypnotic Internet, where
portals lead us from one text, image, or video to another
while being bombarded by messages, alerts, and feeds.
This interruption and distraction impedes the sort of
comprehension and retention that ‘deep reading’ creates.
We are reconfiguring our brains. What is gained and lost?
~Donna Seaman, Booklist
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Enrique’s Journey by Sonia Nazario
Enrique’s Journey recounts the unforgettable quest of
a Honduran boy looking for his mother, eleven years
after she is forced to leave her starving family to find
work in the United States. Braving unimaginable peril,
often clinging to the sides and tops of freight trains,
Enrique travels through hostile worlds full of thugs,
bandits, and corrupt cops. But he pushes forward,
relying on his wit, courage, hope, and the kindness of
strangers. This book is based on the Los Angeles
Times newspaper series that won two Pulitzer Prizes.
Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell
Malcolm Gladwell takes us on an intellectual journey
through the world of “outliers”—the best and the
brightest, the most famous and the most successful. He
asks the question: what makes high achievers
different? Gladwell explains the secrets of software
billionaires, what it takes to be a great soccer player,
why Asians are good at math, and what made the
Beatles the greatest rock band. –Amazon.com

Fiction
Under the Feet of Jesus by Helena Maria Viramontes
This is a story of the lives of men, women, and children
who labor under dangerous conditions in California’s
fields. “The family of 13-year-old Estrella, and the others
with whom they travel and work, burn under 109-degree
heat until the backs of their necks sting…the novel picks
up after a small plane releases a white shower of deadly
pesticide, which washes over the face of Alejo, a teenager
who is perched in a pear tree. Alejo is drenched with
poison, much to the horror of Estrella, who has fallen in
love with him.” ~Publisher’s Weekly
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A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khaled Hosseini
A Thousand Splendid Suns is at once an incredible chronicle
of thirty years of Afghan history and a deeply moving story
of family, friendship, faith, and the salvation to be found in
love. Born a generation apart and with very different ideas
about love and family, Mariam and Laila are two women
brought jarringly together by war, by loss and by fate. As
they endure the escalating dangers around them—in their
home as well as in the streets of Kabul, Afghanistan—they
come to form a bond that makes them both sisters and
mother-daughter to each other. ~Amazon.com

Every Day by David Levithan
Every day a different body. Every day a different life.
Every day in love with the same girl. In this New York
Times bestselling novel, David Levithan introduces
readers to what Entertainment Weekly calls a “wise,
wildly unique” love story about A, a teen who wakes
up every morning in a different body, living a different
life. There’s never any warning about where it will be
or who it will be. This book will fascinate readers.
~Amazon.com

Side Effects May Vary by Julie Murphy
“When sixteen-year-old Alice is diagnosed with
leukemia, she vows to spend her final months righting
wrongs. She convinces her best friend, Harvey, to help
her with a crazy bucket list that’s as much about
revenge as it is about hope. But just when Alice’s
scores are settled, she goes into remission, and now
she must face the consequences of all she’s said and
done. Readers who love romantic stories featuring
strong heroines will find much to savor in this standout
debut novel.” ~Amazon.com
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Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe by Benjhamin A Saenz
Saenz’s young-adult novel was a big winner at this year’s
American Library Association awards for children’s literature.
Despite their grand names, Aristotle—who calls himself Ari—
and Dante are teen loners who are trying to find their place in
the world. The story follows Ari’s journey to the realization that
he is in love with his friend. Like Saenz, Aristotle and Dante are
both Mexican-American. He points out that he started to write
the book at the height of what he felt was “anti-Mexican
rhetoric” happening across the country. It was important to him
to challenge the idea that Mexican-Americans are recent
immigrants. “We have a long history in this country,” Saenz
said. ~National Public Radio, NPR.org
All American Boys by Jason Reynolds
In an unforgettable new novel from award-winning authors
Jason Reynolds and Brendan Keily, two teens—one black, one
white—grapple with the repercussions of a single violent act that
leaves their school, their community, and ultimately, the country
bitterly divided by racial tension. This book shares the alternating
perspectives of Rashad and Quinn as the complications from one
violent moment in a grocery store unfold and reverberate
through the basketball team they share, the school, and the
town. Simmering tensions threaten to explode. ~ Simon and
Schuster

Both: a Non-Fiction/Fiction blend
Revolution by Deborah Wiles
A 2014 National Book Award Finalist and part of the Sixties
trilogy, Deborah Wiles uses stories and images to create a
documentary novel of Greenwood, Mississippi during
Freedom Summer. Wiles tells a riveting story of kids caught
in the conflict of 1964 when people from ‘up north’ come to
help people register to vote.
“The larger story… told her in an expert coupling of text
and design, is how life endures, even triumphs, no matter
how perilous the times.” ~Horn Book, starred review
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GET STARTED NOW…(things in bold must be completed today)
•
•
•

Choose a group of at least 3 and not more than 4 people
Choose a book that all group members feel they can read over the next four weeks
(which includes break week.)
Create a schedule for how much to read before discussion in class each week. You will
meet once a week for 20 minutes.

BOOK CLUBS START THIS FRIDAY
Read what is on your schedule and come to class prepared to discuss. Track your thinking about
your reading in your writer’s notebook. Mark passages that make you think or wonder about or
those you don’t understand. Remember our central question: what’s worth talking about here?
If you are absent on the day your group meets, you will write to your group to summarize your
thinking about the reading and pose questions for discussion.
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Definition writing
There is a thing that sometimes happens in rowing that is hard to achieve and
hard to define. Many crews, even winning crews, never really find it. Others find it
but can’t sustain it. It’s called “swing.” It only happens when all eight oarsmen are
rowing in such perfect unison that no single action by any one is out of synch
with those of all the others. It’s not just that the oars enter and leave the water at
precisely the same instant. Sixteen arms must begin to pull, sixteen knees must
begin to fold and unfold, eight bodies must begin to slide forward and backward,
eight backs must bend and straighten all at once. Each minute action- each
subtle turning of wrists- must be mirrored exactly by each oarsman, from one end
of the boat to the other. Only then will the boat continue to run, unchecked, fluidly
and gracefully between pulls of the oars. Only then will it feel as if the boat is a
part of each of them, moving as if on its own. Only then does pain entirely give
way to exultation. Rowing then becomes a kind of perfect language. Poetry,
that’s what a good swing feels like.
~Daniel James Brown, The Boys in the Boat
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Nonfiction passage studies collected by Penny Kittle
People like Larraine lived with so many compounded limitations that it was difficult to imagine
the amount of good behavior or self-control that would allow them to lift themselves out of
poverty. The distance between grinding poverty and even stable poverty could be so vast that
those at the bottom had little hope of climbing out even if they pinched every penny. So they
chose not to. Instead, they tried to survive in color, to season the suffering with pleasure. They
would get a little high or have a drink or do a bit of gambling or acquire a television. They might
buy lobster on food stamps.
Everyone had stopped cleaning up, and trash spread over the kitchen floor. Substandard
housing was a blow to your psychological health: not only because things like dampness, mold,
and overcrowding could bring about depression but also because of what living in awful
conditions told you about yourself.
It was once said that the poor are “constantly exposed to evidence of their own irrelevance.”
Especially for poor African American families—who live in neighborhoods with rates of violence
and concentrated poverty so extreme that even the worst white neighborhoods bear little
resemblance—living in degrading housing in dangerous neighborhoods sent a clear message
about where the wider society thought they belonged. “Honestly, this place is a shack,” Doreen
once said. Not long after that, Ruby came through the door and announced that “a man just got
killed right in front of the store.” Growing up in a shack in the ghetto meant learning how to
endure such an environment while also learning that some people never had to. People who
were repulsed by their home, who felt they had no control over it, and yet had to give most of
their income to it—they thought less of themselves.
~from Evicted by Matthew Desmond, winner of the 2017 Pulitzer Prize for nonfiction
My understanding and expectation of what a family looks like has shifted closer to reality. Since
the early 1970s, the number of single mothers in the United States has nearly doubled. Today
almost 30 percent of families with children are headed by a single parent—84 percent of whom
are women. I will never experience or fully understand the challenges many single moms face.
Although the odds are stacked against them, they do everything they can to raise incredible
children. To try to make ends meet, many have more than one job—not including the job of
being a mother. And high-quality child care is often prohibitively expensive. The costs of
placing a four-year-old and an infant in child care exceed annual median rent payments in
every state.
Despite their hard work, single mothers have the highest rates of poverty in America and are
almost twice as likely to be poor as single fathers. Families headed by black and Latina single
mothers face even more challenges, with poverty rates approaching 40 percent. Almost a third
of single mothers and their children experience food insecurity. While we advocate for policy
changes to support these families, we also need to do all we can to offer more immediate help.
Shockingly, one in three families in the San Francisco Bay Area needs food assistance. I started
volunteering years ago at my local food bank, Second Harvest, then helped launch the Stand Up
for Kids campaign, which now provides meals to almost 90,000 kids every month. After the
campaign began distributing food at a local charter school, student disciplinary problems
decreased. “People thought we had bad kids,” the principal told us, “but we had hungry kids.”
Another school reported that the program reduced student absenteeism and health complaints
and increased academic performance.
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Illness is a factor in more than 40 percent of bankruptcies, and there’s evidence that people with
cancer are more than 2.5 times more likely to file for bankruptcy. Even relatively small
unexpected expenses can have disastrous consequences: 46 percent of Americans are unable to
pay an emergency bill of four hundred dollars.
~from Option B by Adam Grant and Sheryl Sandberg

We have shot, hanged, gassed, electrocuted, and lethally injected hundreds of people
to carry out legally sanctioned executions. Thousands more await their execution on
death row. Some states have no minimum age for prosecuting children as adults; we’ve
sent a quarter million kids to adult jails and prisons to serve long prison terms, some
under the age of twelve. For years, we’ve been the only country in the world that
condemns children to life imprisonment without parole; nearly three thousand juveniles
have been sentenced to die in prison.
My work with the poor and the incarcerated has persuaded me that the opposite of
poverty is not wealth; the opposite of poverty is justice.
~from Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption by Bryan Stevenson

Technology + Human Passion × (False Ideas + Bad Values) =
Extremism and Global Dysfunction
Technology + Human Passion × (True Ideas + Good Values) =
Global Stability and Sustainable Prosperity

This formula has two constants and two variables. The first constant is that the world is
technologically connected. We will never be less connected or less exposed. Privacy, as we’ve
known it, is over. As technology marches on, we will only become more connected and exposed.
The second constant is the universal human passion for progress and a better life, and when the
forces of technology and human passion combine, as they increasingly do in our interconnected
world, their impacts multiply exponentially. Now consider two variables: our ideas about the world
and our values. If you multiply technology and human passion against false ideas and bad values,
you get total dysfunction and extremism. You will lurch from crisis to crisis with ever-increasing
frequency. But if you multiply those same constants against the right variables—true ideas and
good values—you get global stability and sustainable prosperity. In short, you get the things we
all want.
~from How: Why How We Do Anything Means Everything by Dov Seidman
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Possible Topics for Reading Response "Big Idea" Notebooks
These come from commonly taught themes in literature
Belief
Forgiveness
Oppression
Discipline
Decisions
Death & Dying
Love
Acceptance
Courage
Change
Empathy
Life Lessons (like Crime Doesnʼt Pay)
Overcoming Adversity
Man Struggles Against Nature
Man Struggles Against Societal
Pressure
Man Struggles to Understand God
Friendship
Sacrifice
The Bonds of Family
Yin & Yang
Suffering
Conflict
Abandonment
Alienation
Ambition
Coming of Age
Freedom
Gender
Justice
Isolation
Cruelty
Fate
Hope
Guilt
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Big Idea Books
These notebooks are for us to share. I write in them; you write in them. A
Big Idea Book is a multi-year conversation because I keep these and recycle
them each year. You’re talking across time to students who are stumbling along
through elementary or middle school right now, but will one day sit where you
are.
The meat of a Big Idea Book is your thinking. I want you digging for what
is beneath the story you’re reading. You chose this book (this theme) for a
reason. You can see how it connects to what is happening or what is explored in
the book you’re reading. You might connect the ideas or situations in the book to
something in yourself or another book you’ve read. You might take the ideas in
the book and go farther with them… thinking as you write.
You are doing a mini-book talk for someone who comes upon your words
later. Try not to give away anything important that the reader would rather
discover on his own: you know how you hate that! You can skim a Big Idea Book
and find a dozen book talks from students like you. Add the titles to your NEXT
list and you’ll have a supply of answers when you’ve finished one book and can’t
decide what to read next.

Rules for civil discourse in community writing:
1.
2.

Be respectful. do not use profanity. Do not
use someone else’s name without permission.
You only need to sign your entry if you want
to. Sometimes we send words out into the
world as a gift without attribution.

Trust the writer inside of you. Just Write.

!
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Independent Reading Support for a Core Text: Romeo and Juliet by William
Shakespeare Compiled by Penny Kittle
I want students to continue to develop independent reading habits throughout the study of a
core work, so I conduct book talks every day on titles related to the big ideas in the play. During
every day silent reading, student might be reading one of these or the core work, and as I
confer with students, I talk about the big ideas from Shakespeare connected to their
independent reading. It reminds students that a healthy reading life consists of a balance of
teacher-selected books along with their own personal canon of important books.
How Decisions Can Shape Our Destiny in Love
Slam by Nick Hornby
Everything Everything by Nicola Yoon
Every Last Word by Tamera Ireland Stone
An Abundance of Katherines by John Green
Dash and Dilly’s Book of Dares by David Levithan and Rachel Cohn
North of Beautiful by Justina Chen
13 Little Blue Envelopes by Maureen Johnson
The Pull of Gravity by Gae Polisner
Twisted by Laurie Halse Anderson
Lets Get Lost by Adi Alsaid
Exit, Pursued by a Bear by E.K. Jonston
Overcoming Obstacles to Love
Love Walked In by Marissa De Los Santos
Lover’s Dictionary by David Levithan
The Realm of Possibility by David Levithan
Water for Elephants by Sara Gruen
The Spectacular Now by Tim Tharp
Soul Enchilada by David Macinnis Gill
Keeping You a Secret by Julie Anne Peters
Memoirs of a Teenage Amnesciac by Gabrielle Zevin
The Sun is Also a Star by Nicola Yoon
Stargirl by Jerry Spinelli
Understanding Love
Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe by Benjamin Alire Saenz
Why We Broke Up by Daniel Handler 7 Maira Kalman
The Statistical Improbability of Love at First Sight by Jennifer E. Smith
Love and Other Perishable Items by Laura Buzo
The Infinite Moment of Us by Lauren Myracle
I Love You Beth Cooper by Larry Boy
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Suicide and Overcoming Sadness
My Heart and Other black Holes by Jasmine Warga
On How to Be Interesting by Holly Bourne
Someday This Pain Will be Useful To You by Peter Cameron
I’ll Meet You There by Heather Demetrios
All the Bright Places by Jennifer Niven
13 Reasons Why by Jay Asher
Push by Sapphire
Cut by Patricia McCormick
By the Time You Read This I’ll Be Dead by Julie Anne Peters
Suicide Notes by Michael Thomas Ford
The Last Time We Say Goodbye by Cynthia Hand
Love Letters to the Dead by Ava Dellaira
The Story That Shouldn’t Have Been by Melissa Grijalva
Highly Illogical Behavior by John Corey Waley
The Rest of Us Just Live Here by Patrick Ness
Mosquitoland by David Arnold
Fans of the Impossible Life by Kate Stelsa
Essential Maps for the Lost by Deb Caletti
The Memory of Light by Francisco X. Stork
Wintergirls by Laurie Halse Anderson
Butter by Erin Jade Lange
Will Grayson, Will Grayson by John Green and David Levithan
The Perks of Being a Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky
It’s Kind of a Funny Story by Ned Vizzini
Forgive Me, Leonard Peacock by Matthew Quick
Shakespeare-ish Books
Falling for Hamlet by Michelle Ray
Romiette and Julio by Sharon Draper
Dreamers Often Lie by Jacqueline West
Ophelia by Lisa Klein
Eyes Like Stars by Lisa Mantchev
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead by Tom Stoppard
The Taming of the Drew by Stephanie Kate Strohm
The Steep and Thorny Way by Cat Winters
The Fool’s Girl by Celia Rees
Juliet Immortal by Stacey Jay
Enter Three Witches by Caroline B. Cooney
Still Star-Crossed by Melinda Taub
Saving Juliet by Suzanne Selfors
Something Rotten by Alan Gratz
Saving Hamlet by Molly Booth
Fool by Christopher Moore
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Read Like a Writer
from Katie Wood Ray’s Wondrous Words
Notice something about the craft of the text.
Noticing writerly things means noticing things that are close to the words, close to
the text. Examples: repetition, word choice, structure of the text. This is different than
responding to readerly things such as “It flows” or “It has great description.”
Talk about it and make a theory about why a writer might use this craft.
Discussing WHY a writer might choose to write something in a certain way helps
students to understand the writing technique. This will, in turn, help them to “untie”
the technique from the text studied and try it in their own writing. It’s fine if the theory
doesn’t match the particular author’s intentions. The point is to examine the possibilities
as to why a writer might craft a piece in a particular way. This gives a strong sense of “I
might write my piece like this, or I could write it like this, or I could try this other thing
in my writing.”
Give the craft a name.
The purpose of naming a technique is to give students a common language with
which they can discuss the craft of writing. If we have a name for something, we’re
more likely to remember it and to use it with our own work. If students notice a craft
that has a name - such as alliteration, metaphor, etc. – use that. If not, then the class can
invent a name. The class will know what it means and can add it to the class pot of
“things we can try.”
Think of other texts you know. Have you seen this craft before?
The same wonderful ways to craft writing can be found in many books. As students
are on the “lookout” for crafting techniques, they will notice this. Such ways of writing
are not owned by particular authors, but are the domain of all writers. This helps
students to understand that it’s not “copying” to use writing strategies, that writers
learn from each other. To seek out books that are crafted like books they already know
helps students to make connections between authors and to read for voice and style as
well as story.
Envision this crafting in your own writing.
The most important step. Students with their own drafts, about their own topics,
think about, imagine, how this particular crafting strategy might work in their own
draft. They “try them on” for size, talking out how a crafting technique might work
with their draft. We can help them by making statements such as, “So if I’m writing and
I want to ________, then I can use this technique.” This helps students to make sense of
WHY writers might choose certain techniques, why certain techniques make sense for
certain types of writing. With envisioning, it makes sense to help students by “writing
in the air” / “writing out loud” for them, so that they can hear the sound of the crafting
technique in their own draft. This step will ideally give students the feeling of so many
possibilities for their draft.
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!
Analyzing)Writing)Craft)in)Independent)Reading)
!
!
This!is!called!‘rhetorical!reading’!and!it!means!to!break!the!text!down!into!the!
sum!of!its!parts…!to!determine!what!the!writer!was!trying!to!achieve!and!which!writing!
strategies!he/she!used!to!try!to!achieve!it.!A!rhetorical!analysis!is!always!looking!at!the!
why!and!the!how!of!the!writing.!!
!
1. Read!one!whole!chapter!of!your!book!today.!When!finished,!go!back!and!skim!
read!to!map!out!what!happens!in!this!chapter!in!your!notebook.!Write!about!
how!the!author!put!the!chapter!together.!Consider!what!we’ve!studied!that!
writers!do!to!move!the!action:!flashback,!zoom!in,!zoom!past,!narrator!aside,!etc.!
a. Day)2:!consider!the!development!of!the!chapter!above!and!explain!why!
you!think!the!author!wrote!this!chapter!at!this!point!in!the!story!in!this!
way.!!
2. Find!several!interesting!sentences!and!copy!them!into!your!notebook.!Annotate!
them!to!show!what!makes!them!interesting!to!you.!This!is!an!author’s!craft!
question,!so!I!am!looking!for!observations!you!can!make!about!a!writer’s!choices!
in!this!section!that!you!find!interesting.!
3. Focus!on!one!of!the!lenses!for!reading!that!we!have!focused!on!so!far!in!second!
and!third!readings!of!poetry:!word!choice,!voice,!sensory!details,!tone,!or!pace.!
Now!apply!that!to!a!section!from!your!independent!reading!book.!Write!about!
what!you!noticed!when!you!reread!the!section!with!this!lens.!!
4. Make!observations!about!punctuation!today.!Does!your!author!favor!short!or!
long!sentences?!What!moves!in!writing!craft!would!you!say!are!common!for!this!
particular!writer?!!
5. Take!one!section!of!dialogue!from!your!reading!today.!Analyze!what!is!said!(what!
you!learn!about!plot!or!character)!and!then!what!is!NOT!said.!What!are!these!
characters!withholding?!
6. Style!is!tricky…!sometimes!we!love!the!way!a!writer!writes!and!sometimes!we!
get!irritated!by!too!many!narrators!or!moments!when!we!lose!our!way!(yes,!I’m!
talking!about!that!second!narrator!in!Extremely)Loud)&)Incredibly)Close!again)…!
how!was!the!reading!of!this!book!for!you?!Explain!what!you!loved/grew!
frustrated!with/etc.!What!would!you!say!to!the!author!(if!you!could)!about!how!
this!was!written?!
!
)
Analyzing)Text)Structures)in)Independent)Reading!
!
1. How!important!are!time!and!place!(setting)!in!your!book?!Would!anything!be!
lost!if!your!novel!were!set!in!a!different!period!of!time!or!in!a!very!different!
location?!
a. If!you!are!currently!reading!nonYfiction,!consider!the!date!of!publication!
of!the!book.!If!the!book!is!more!than!two!years!old,!search!online!for!how!
the!field!studied!in!this!book!has!changed!in!the!last!two!years.!
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!

2.

3.
4.
5.

b. If!you!are!currently!reading!nonYfiction!that!is!placeYspecific!(memoir,!war!
stories,!etc.)!consider!how!the!setting!impacts!your!understanding!of!the!
book.!Did!you!come!to!the!book!with!strong!background!knowledge!in!
the!area?!If!not,!how!did!you!overcome!your!ignorance?!
Consider!the!narrator!of!your!story.!What!do!you!know!about!him/her?!Do!you!
trust!him/her?!Explain!what!makes!the!narrator!reliable!or!not.!What!do!you!
question!about!what!the!narrator!says!at!this!point!in!the!narrative?!How!does!
the!narrator!affect!your!sympathies!for!other!characters?!!
a. If!the!narrator!is!the!author!(often!true!in!nonYfiction),!do!you!trust!this!
author?!Why!or!why!not?!What!do!you!think!this!author!does!not!see!
clearly!or!should!research!more!thoroughly?!
Consider!the!title!of!your!book.!Explain!why!you!think!it!was!chosen.!How!does!
the!title!give!meaning!to!the!work?!
How!does!the!writer!arrange!ideas!in!this!text?!Is!there!any!pattern!to!this!
arrangement?!
Consider!the!arrangement!of!ideas!in!this!text.!Is!it!chronological?!Alternating!
between!a!forward!chronology!and!flashbacks?!(If!so,!why!so?)!

)
Analyzing)Literary)Elements)in)Writing!
!
1. Skim!reread!sections!of!your!book.!Look!for!repeating!images,!motifs,!or!
repetitions!and!consider!their!implications!on!the!larger!body!of!work!here.!
What!can!you!find?!What!might!you!continue!to!pay!attention!to!as!you!read?!
2. Literature!often!uses!a!specific!story!to!explain!something!larger!about!
humankind.!Can!you!see!connections!between!the!story!you!are!reading!and!the!
characters’!conflicts,!revelations,!or!insights!that!might!also!be!true!for!all!
people?!
3. Conflicts!in!literature!can!be!internal,!external,!or!both.!Which!do!you!see!in!your!
book!at!this!point?!Explain!how!they!contribute!to!your!overall!engagement!with!
the!text.!!
a. Writers!are!skillful!with!weaving!in!subYconflicts!and!multiple!story!lines.!
If!you!see!this!in!your!story,!explain!how!this!has!impacted!your!
understanding!and!engagement!with!the!story.!(Game)of)Thrones!
readers—I!don’t!mean!ALL!of!them!)!
b. Writers!create!conflicts!on!three!levels!in!literature:!conflicts!within!the!
character,!conflicts!between!characters,!and!conflicts!with!something!
outside!the!character:!the!world!or!God,!perhaps.!What!do!you!see!
happening!in!your!book?!
c. Have!you!ever!noticed!how!authors!put!obstacles!in!the!way!of!
characters!resolving!conflicts?!Find!them!in!your!book.!
4. Language!is!central!to!writing!and!it!is!chosen!with!care.!How!does!this!writer!
use!language?!Is!it!formal?!Informal?!Technical?!Slang?!Does!the!language!
change!throughout!this!piece?!
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!
5. Some!writers!use!humor!to!identify!one!character!or!to!present!ideas!in!a!text.!
Do!you!see!evidence!of!humor?!Puns?!Irony?!Sarcasm?!Why!might!the!author!
have!used!them!in!this!book?!
6. There!are!several!comparison!devices!available!to!writers:!similes,!metaphors,!
personification,!hyperbole,!etc.!Can!you!find!examples!of!any!of!these!in!your!
text?!If!not,!why!not?!!

!
Vocabulary)
!
!
You!know!I!believe!that!the!single!best!way!to!increase!your!vocabulary!is!
through!wide!reading.!Now!I!want!you!to!show!me!how…!
!
1. Find!a!word!that!you!didn’t!know!before!you!read,!but!feel!you!understand!after!
reading!it!in!this!book.!Write!the!passage!where!the!word!occurred!and!then!
explain!how!the!words!around!the!word!you!didn’t!know!helped!you!understand!
it.!!
2. Collect!at!least!four!words!a!week!from!your!writing.!Keep!them!in!your!
vocabulary!section!of!your!notebook.!Look!up!the!definitions!and!then!
determine!how!it!was!used!in!the!book!you’re!reading.!Here’s!the!big!challenge:!
start!using!them!!See!if!you!can!slip!them!into!conversation.!(I!suggest!you!pay!
attention!to!pronunciation!keys!in!the!dictionary!or!ask!me!for!help.!Many!words!
sound!differently!than!they!look.)!
!
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People my age enjoy crying and speculating dramatically over how people our
age could die. Take if from one who knows. Take it from one whose role has been, for
years, The Girl I Knew Really Well Who Tragically Died One Day.
Not that I’ve died yet. I am still totally here. Which is why all the artistic, goth
morbidity is a bummer.
Adults want to talk about death way less than people my age do. Death is the
Santa Claus of the adult world. Except Santa Claus in reverse. The guy who takes all the
presents away. Big bag over the shoulder, climbing up the chimney carrying everything
in a person’s life, and taking off, eight-reindeered, from the roof. Sleigh loaded down
with memories and wineglasses and pots and pans and sweaters and grilled cheese
sandwiches and Kleenexes and text messages and ugly houseplants and calico cat fur
and half-used lipstick and laundry that never got done and letters you went to the
trouble of handwriting but never sent and birth certificates and broken necklaces and
disposable socks with scuffs on the bottom from hospital visits.
And notes you kept on the fridge.
And pictures of boys you had crushes on.
And a dress that got worn to a dance at which you danced by yourself, before
you got too skinny and too breathless to dance.
Along with, probably, though this isn’t worthy of huge thinking, a soul or
something.
Anyway, adults don’t believe in Santa Claus. They try hard not to believe in Santa
Claus in Reverse either.
At school, the whole rare-disease-impending-doom situation makes me
freakishly intriguing. In the real world, it makes me a problem. Worried look, bang,
nervous face, bang: “Maybe you should talk to someone about your feelings, Aza,”
along with a nasty side dish of what-about-God-what-about-therapy-what-aboutantidepressants?
Sometimes also what-about-faith-healers-what-about-herbs-what-aboutcrystals-what-about-yoga? Have you tried yoga, Aza, I mean have you, because it helped
this friend of a friend who was supposedly dying but didn’t, due to downward dog?
No, I haven’t tried yoga to cure my thing, because yoga isn’t going to cure my
thing. My thing is a Mystery and not just a Mystery, but Bermuda—no sun, only
Triangle.
~Maria Dahvana Headley, Magonia
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Maybe	
  A	
  Fox	
  by	
  Kathi	
  Appelt	
  and	
  Alison	
  McGhee	
  
	
  

“Knock-‐knock,”	
  came	
  Sylvie’s	
  voice	
  again.	
  “Come	
  on,	
  Jules,	
  let	
  me	
  in.”	
  	
  
“There’s	
  no	
  lock,”	
  Jules	
  called.	
  “Duh.”	
  	
  
There	
  had	
  never	
  been	
  a	
  lock	
  on	
  their	
  door.	
  Even	
  though	
  she	
  was	
  upset,	
  Jules	
  still	
  
had	
  to	
  admire	
  that	
  Sylvie	
  hadn’t	
  just	
  barged	
  right	
  in	
  the	
  way	
  she,	
  Jules,	
  might	
  have	
  
done.	
  The	
  doorknob	
  turned	
  and	
  there	
  was	
  Sylvie,	
  tall	
  and	
  skinny	
  in	
  her	
  pajamas.	
  She	
  got	
  
straight	
  to	
  the	
  point.	
  	
  
“Why	
  are	
  you	
  mad?”	
  	
  
“I’m	
  not,”	
  Jules	
  lied.	
  	
  
Sylvie	
  just	
  pointed	
  at	
  the	
  rocks	
  laid	
  out	
  on	
  Jules’s	
  bed,	
  a	
  sure	
  sign	
  that	
  Jules	
  was	
  
trying	
  to	
  calm	
  herself	
  down.	
  	
  
“Come	
  on.	
  Tell	
  me.	
  I’m	
  your	
  one	
  and	
  only	
  sister.”	
  	
  
“Stop.”	
  	
  
“What?	
  I	
  am,	
  aren’t	
  I?	
  Unless	
  you’ve	
  got	
  a	
  secret	
  other	
  sister	
  somewhere?”	
  
Sylvie	
  sat	
  down	
  on	
  Jules’s	
  bed,	
  careful	
  not	
  to	
  disturb	
  the	
  rocks.	
  Then	
  she	
  sidled	
  
her	
  pointer	
  finger	
  bit	
  by	
  bit,	
  like	
  a	
  snake,	
  through	
  the	
  rumpled	
  blankets	
  toward	
  Jules.	
  
She	
  had	
  been	
  doing	
  that	
  ever	
  since	
  they	
  were	
  tiny,	
  and	
  it	
  always	
  made	
  Jules	
  laugh.	
  Jules	
  
looked	
  away	
  so	
  she	
  wouldn’t	
  start	
  to	
  soften.	
  	
  
Sylvie	
  abandoned	
  the	
  finger-‐snake	
  and	
  instead	
  picked	
  up	
  the	
  one	
  piece	
  of	
  
obsidian	
  in	
  Jules’s	
  collection.	
  She	
  hefted	
  the	
  small	
  polished	
  oval	
  in	
  her	
  hand.	
  	
  
“I	
  remember	
  when	
  Mom	
  gave	
  you	
  this,”	
  she	
  said.	
  “It	
  was	
  your	
  fourth	
  birthday.	
  
You	
  were	
  already	
  crazy	
  about	
  rocks.”	
  She	
  rolled	
  her	
  eyes	
  in	
  a	
  what-‐a-‐weird-‐little-‐kid-‐
you-‐were	
  kind	
  of	
  way.	
  “Seriously,	
  what	
  four-‐year-‐old	
  kid	
  is	
  a	
  rock	
  fiend?”	
  	
  
That	
  was	
  it!	
  Jules	
  snatched	
  the	
  obsidian	
  from	
  Sylvie’s	
  hand.	
  Once	
  again,	
  Sylvie	
  
had	
  invoked	
  Mom.	
  Obsidian	
  was	
  caused	
  by	
  volcanoes,	
  an	
  eruption	
  of	
  steam	
  and	
  gas	
  so	
  
furious	
  that	
  it	
  melted	
  the	
  earth	
  itself	
  into	
  this	
  hard,	
  shiny	
  object.	
  Right	
  then,	
  Jules	
  felt	
  
hard	
  and	
  shiny.	
  	
  
“You	
  and	
  Dad,”	
  she	
  said.	
  “You’re	
  like	
  a	
  secret	
  club.”	
  	
  
“What	
  are	
  you	
  talking	
  about?”	
  	
  
“When	
  the	
  two	
  of	
  you	
  get	
  going	
  about	
  Mom.	
  How	
  do	
  you	
  think	
  it	
  makes	
  me	
  
feel?”	
  	
  
Sylvie	
  looked	
  puzzled.	
  Jules	
  kept	
  going.	
  “It’s	
  like	
  you	
  remember	
  everything	
  about	
  
her!”	
  Jules	
  rubbed	
  her	
  thumb	
  along	
  the	
  smooth	
  surface	
  of	
  the	
  obsidian.	
  “But	
  me?	
  I	
  
hardly	
  remember	
  anything.	
  All	
  I	
  see	
  when	
  I	
  try	
  to	
  picture	
  her	
  is	
  her	
  hair,	
  which	
  is	
  exactly	
  
like	
  .	
  .	
  .	
  like	
  .	
  .	
  .”	
  	
  
She	
  stopped	
  talking	
  and	
  carefully	
  placed	
  the	
  obsidian	
  back	
  on	
  her	
  bed,	
  back	
  into	
  
the	
  vertical	
  category	
  of	
  igneous	
  rocks.	
  	
  
“Mine,”	
  Sylvie	
  finished	
  the	
  sentence.	
  “The	
  same	
  color	
  as	
  mine.	
  Is	
  that	
  what	
  you	
  
were	
  going	
  to	
  say?”	
  	
  
Jules	
  nodded.	
  Yes.	
  That	
  was	
  what	
  she	
  was	
  going	
  to	
  say.	
  	
  
What	
  she	
  wasn’t	
  going	
  to	
  say:	
  that	
  no	
  matter	
  how	
  hard	
  she	
  tried,	
  her	
  memories	
  
of	
  their	
  mom	
  grew	
  smaller	
  and	
  smaller,	
  each	
  one	
  folding	
  in	
  on	
  itself,	
  so	
  that	
  not	
  even	
  
her	
  10x	
  magnifier	
  could	
  see	
  them."	
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“I think you would look beautiful with a giant pink Afro,” he says.
Sincerity is sexy, and my cynical heart notices.
“The whole thing wouldn’t be pink. Maybe just the ends.”
He reaches for the box, so now we’re both holding it and facing each other in an aisle
that really only has enough space for one.
“It would look like strawberry frosting,” he says. With his other hand he pulls a few
strands of my hair through his fingers, and I find that I don’t mind, not one little bit.
“Oh, look. My. Little. Brother is here,” says a voice from the end of the aisle. Daniel jerks
his hand from my hair. We both let go of the dye at the same time, and the box clatters to the
floor. Daniel bends to pick it up. I turn to face our interloper.
He’s taller and broader than Daniel. On his face, the family bone structure seems even
sharper. He rests the broom he was holding against a shelf and saunters down the aisle toward
us. His wide, dark eyes are filled with curiosity and a kind of mischievous glee.
I’m not sure I like him.
Daniel stands up and hands the dye back to me.
“What’s up, Charlie?” he asks.
“The. Sky. Is. Up. Little brother,” says Charlie. I get the feeling he’s been using that
phrase that same way for all their lives. He’s looking at me as he says it, and his face is more
sneer than smile.
“Who. Is. This?” he asks, still only looking at me.
Next to me, Daniel takes a deep breath and readies himself to say something, but I jump
in.
“I’m Natasha.” He stares at me as if there must be more to say. “A friend of your
brother’s,” I continue.
“Oh, I thought maybe he’d caught a shoplifting customer.” His face is a parody of
innocence. “We get a lot of those in a store like this.” His eyes are laughing and mean. “I’m sure
you understand.”
I definitely don’t like him.
~Nicola Yoon, The Sun is Also a Star
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Understanding	
  How	
  Dialogue	
  &	
  Point	
  of	
  View	
  
Reveal	
  Character	
  
	
  

What	
  happens	
  in	
  this	
  passage?	
  (what	
  the	
  text	
  says)	
  
What	
  do	
  you	
  imagine	
  the	
  narrator	
  has	
  said	
  to	
  Mrs.	
  Convoy	
  in	
  each	
  exchange?	
  (inferring)	
  
Why	
  would	
  Joshua	
  Ferris	
  (author)	
  write	
  dialogue	
  in	
  this	
  way?	
  (analyzing	
  author’s	
  craft)	
  
	
  
Say	
  I	
  would	
  come	
  in	
  from	
  outside	
  and	
  go	
  straight	
  to	
  the	
  sink	
  to	
  wash	
  my	
  hands.	
  It	
  
didn’t	
  matter	
  which	
  sink,	
  Mrs.	
  Convoy	
  would	
  find	
  me.	
  She’d	
  sniff	
  at	
  me	
  like	
  a	
  
bloodhound	
  and	
  then	
  she’d	
  say,	
  “What	
  exactly	
  have	
  you	
  been	
  doing?”	
  I’d	
  tell	
  her,	
  and	
  
she’d	
  say,	
  “Why	
  do	
  you	
  feel	
  the	
  need	
  to	
  lie	
  to	
  me?”	
  I’d	
  tell	
  her,	
  and	
  she’d	
  say,	
  “Scrutiny	
  
doesn’t	
  kill	
  people.	
  Smoking	
  kills	
  people.	
  What	
  kind	
  of	
  example	
  do	
  you	
  think	
  you’re	
  
setting	
  for	
  your	
  patients	
  by	
  sneaking	
  off	
  to	
  smoke	
  cigarettes?”	
  I’d	
  tell	
  her,	
  she’d	
  say,	
  
“They	
  do	
  not	
  need	
  a	
  reminder	
  of	
  ‘the	
  futility	
  of	
  it	
  all’	
  from	
  their	
  dental	
  professional.	
  
When	
  did	
  you	
  take	
  up	
  smoking	
  again?”	
  I’d	
  tell	
  her,	
  she’d	
  say,	
  “Oh,	
  for	
  heaven’s	
  sake.	
  
Then	
  why	
  did	
  you	
  tell	
  everyone	
  you	
  quit?”	
  I’d	
  tell	
  her,	
  she’d	
  say,	
  “I	
  do	
  not	
  see	
  how	
  the	
  
occasional	
  show	
  of	
  concern	
  is	
  ‘utterly	
  strangulating.’	
  I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  see	
  you	
  live	
  up	
  to	
  
your	
  potential,	
  that	
  is	
  all.	
  Don’t	
  you	
  wish	
  you	
  had	
  more	
  self-‐control?”	
  I’d	
  tell	
  her,	
  she’d	
  
say,	
  “Of	
  course	
  I	
  will	
  not	
  join	
  you.	
  What	
  are	
  you	
  doing?	
  Do	
  not	
  light	
  that	
  cigarette!”	
  I’d	
  
put	
  the	
  cigarettes	
  away	
  with	
  an	
  offhand	
  remark,	
  she’d	
  say,	
  “How	
  am	
  I	
  a	
  trial?	
  I	
  am	
  not	
  
the	
  one	
  on	
  trial	
  here.	
  The	
  trial	
  is	
  between	
  you	
  and	
  your	
  addictions.	
  Do	
  you	
  want	
  to	
  ruin	
  
your	
  lungs	
  and	
  die	
  a	
  young	
  man?”	
  I’d	
  tell	
  her,	
  she’d	
  say,	
  “You	
  are	
  not	
  already	
  in	
  hell.	
  
Shall	
  I	
  tell	
  you	
  what	
  hell	
  will	
  be	
  like?”	
  I’d	
  answer,	
  she’d	
  say,	
  “Yes,	
  as	
  a	
  matter	
  of	
  fact,	
  any	
  
conversation	
  can	
  turn	
  into	
  a	
  discussion	
  on	
  the	
  salvation	
  of	
  the	
  soul.	
  It’s	
  a	
  pity	
  more	
  
don’t.	
  What	
  are	
  you	
  doing	
  at	
  that	
  window?”	
  I’d	
  tell	
  her,	
  she’d	
  say,	
  “We	
  are	
  on	
  the	
  
ground	
  floor.	
  You	
  would	
  hardly	
  manage	
  to	
  sprain	
  an	
  ankle.”	
  
	
  
~Joshua	
  Ferris,	
  To	
  Rise	
  Again	
  at	
  a	
  Decent	
  Hour	
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Reclaiming Conversation: The Power of Talk in a Digital Age
by Sherry Turkle, who has spent the last 30 years studying the psychology of people’s relationships with
technology. She is the Abby Rockefeller Mauzé Professor of the Social Studies of Science and Technology
at MIT. A licensed clinical psychologist, she is the founder and director of the MIT Initiative on Technology
and Self. Turkle is the author five books and three edited collections, including a trilogy of three landmark
studies on our relationship with digital culture: The Second Self, Life on the Screen and most
recently, Alone Together. A recipient of a Guggenheim and Rockefeller Humanities Fellowship, she is a
featured media commentator. She is a recipient of a Harvard Centennial Medal and a Fellow of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
“What Turkle brings to the topic that is new is more than a decade of interviews with teens and college
students in which she plumbs the psychological effect of our brave new devices on the generation that
seems most comfortable with them.”
- Wall Street Journal

Read the following quotes from Reclaiming Conversation. You will be writing about
this topic using They Say/I Say to clarify and extend your thinking.
We say we turn to our phones when we’re “bored.” And we often find ourselves bored because
we have become accustomed to a constant feed of connection, information, and entertainment.
We are forever elsewhere. These days, average American adults check their phones every six
and a half minutes.
There are now baby bouncers (and potty seats) that are manufactured with a slot to hold a
digital device.
A quarter of American teenagers are connected to a device within five minutes of waking up.
Most teenagers send 100 texts a day. Eighty percent sleep with their phones. Forty-four percent
do not “unplug,” ever, not even in religious services or when playing a sport or exercising.
A researcher found a 40 percent decrease in empathy in college students over the past twenty
years. In only five days at a summer camp that bans all electronic devices, children show an
increased empathy as measured by their ability to identify the feelings of others by looking at
photographs and videos of people’s faces.
We have learned that a student with an open laptop will multitask in class. And we have learned
that this will degrade the performance not only of the student with the open machine but of all
the students around him or her.
We know that for children the best predictor of success later in life is the number of meals
shared with their families. Studies show that the mere presence of a phone on the table (even a
phone turned off) changes what people talk about. If we think we might be interrupted, we
keep conversations light, on topics of little controversy or consequence…If two people are
speaking and there is a phone on a nearby desk, each feels less connected to the other than
when there is no phone present. Even a silent phone disconnects us.
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You know, kids are mean. And it’s because they’re trying it out. They look at a kid and they go,
“You’re fat.” And then they see the kids’ face scrunch up and they go, “Ooh, that doesn’t feel
good to make a person do that.”… But when they write, “You’re fat,” then they just go, “Mmmm,
that was fun. I like that.” Face-to-face you get to see that you have hurt the other person. The
other person gets to see that you are upset. It is this realization that triggers the beginning of
forgiveness. None of this happens with “I’m sorry,” hit send. At the moment of remorse, you
export the feeling rather than allowing a moment of insight.
A teacher “live” in front of a classroom gives students an opportunity to watch someone think,
boring bits and all. That teacher is a model of how thinking happens, including false starts and
hindsight.
The Internet gives us the possibility of sharing our views with anyone in the world, but it also
can support information silos where we don’t talk to anyone who doesn’t agree with us. Studies
show that people don’t like posting things that their followers won’t agree with—everyone
wants to be liked. So technology can sustain ever more rigid partisanship that makes it hard to
talk, enabling us to live in information bubbles that don’t let in dissenting voices.
Even Silicon Valley parents who work for social media companies tell me that they send their
children to technology-free schools in the hope that this will give their children greater
emotional and intellectual range. Erik Erikson, a specialist in adolescent development, wrote
that children thrive when they are given time and stillness. When we let our minds wander, we
set our brains free. Our brains are most productive when there is no demand that they be
reactive.
Right now, students struggle to sit quietly and concentrate. They have very little patience. In the
past, there were always some students who would balk at lengthy assignments. But now, even
academically ambitious students rebel when they see a reading list that includes more than one
long book.
While our brains are wired for talk, we can also train them to do deep reading, the kind that
demands concentration on a sustained narrative thread with complex characters. It is the kind
of reading most students say they don’t want to do. Generations of English teachers told
students that reading this kind of fiction was “good for them.” It sounded like something
teachers would say; no one really believed them. But now we know that literary fiction
significantly improves empathetic capacity, as measured by the ability to infer emotional states
from people’s facial expressions. The English teachers were right. First one identifies with the
characters in a complex novel and then the effect generalizes.
A fourteen-year-old girl describes the strain of having to do all of her class reading online. “Once
I’m on the iPad for assignments, I’m messaging my friends and playing a game. It’s hard to stay
on school things. I don’t see why they got rid of books.” Cycling through apps takes adolescents
away from other—and they think more important—things they used to do, like going for a walk,
drawing, and reading.
She says that when she wrote in her journal, she felt as if she was writing for herself. When she
switched to Facebook, she went into “performance” mode. She shares her thoughts, but she
also thinks about how they will “play.”
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